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Abstract
Working towards and maintaining goals is closely tied to healthy aging, but aging researchers know little about how older adults work towards their meaningful goals on a daily basis. We conducted an internet-based micro-longitudinal study (100 days, \(n=105\)) to examine factors that may affect older adults' abilities to self-regulate health goals over time with a focus on the role of visualization feedback on promoting their progress. Our findings suggest that (1) older adults found visualization feedback helpful in maintaining an awareness of their health goal progress, and (2) visualization feedback weakens the positive relationship between the previous day's progress and today's progress, helping older adults bounce back from a poor progress day.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H5.m. [Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI)]: Miscellaneous—

1. Introduction
Advancements in computing technology and increasing internet use, especially among older adults [WHH10], have opened new opportunities for researchers to study people's lives via online experiments. In the domain of aging sciences, researchers are interested in using online and mobile technologies to study older adults' daily processes of managing health and well-being [MPH08]. Researchers aim to identify age-related risk factors, and provide tools to help older adults maintain a healthy lifestyle.

Beyond awareness of health risk factors, healthy aging requires individuals to also maintain healthy behaviors across their lifespan. Thus, to support their identities and life goals, individuals must develop and use self-regulatory skills and strategies [HM03]. Self-regulation is a well-known model of human functioning in which behaviors are seen as goal-directed and regulated by feedback control processes [CS01]. People will strive to close gaps between their current status and their goals if provided with appropriate feedback. All models of motivation and behavior (e.g., [CS01, LL90]) emphasize the importance of feedback processes. Therefore, an important task for aging researchers is to create and test methods to track and deliver personalized information about one's own health indicators.

The Personal Understanding of Life and Social Experiences (PULSE) project was an internet-based study that examined intraindividual variation in daily progress towards goals. The study targeted younger older adults whose age is over 50 because healthy behaviors at this time of life are linked to positive health outcomes in older adulthood [HS04]. Furthermore, this population is increasingly interested in using technology to maintain or improve their health [WHH10]. We designed a web-based application that allowed participants to log their daily goal progress, provided access to visualization of their data, and served as a survey management tool for the researchers. In this paper, our emphasis is on the role of visualization feedback and its effects on promoting progress toward health-related goals in younger older adults. To our knowledge, PULSE was the first micro-longitudinal study with a large sample of older adults (100 days, \(n = 105\)) to be implemented in its entirety via the web.

2. Related Work
The HCI and InfoVis communities have shown considerable interest in methods for collecting data online and using visualization feedback for purposes of behavior change [CLM09, FDK09, LD11, HGH10], compliance [HLD08], and simply to develop self-knowledge [LDF10, KG10].

Li and colleagues [LDF10] proposed a five-stage model of personal informatics systems, two of which were reflection and action. In this paper, we focus on the use of visualization feedback to motivate self-reflection and action.

On the use of visualization as feedback, Hsieh and col-
leagues \cite{HLD08} found from their experience sampling (ESM) study that providing visualization feedback to participants resulted in an increase of 23% in the compliance rate. In this paper, our focus is not on compliance but on the effects of visualization feedback on goal progress.

3. The PULSE Study

Protocol and Participants. The PULSE project was an internet-based 100-day study of Oregon (USA) residents over the age of 50. Out of 105 initial participants (mean age of 63.13, 88% female, 97% white), 99 completed the study. The study was designed to examine psychosocial, health, and feedback factors that may affect adults’ abilities to self-regulate health and social goals over time. Findings in this paper emphasize feedback factors and health goals.

The study consisted of two main phases: (1) An initial one-hour (approximate) survey that included measures of participants’ health, personality, goals, and social networks; and (2) a daily survey (designed to be completed in five minutes) of progress towards goals and factors that helped or hindered goal progress over a 100-day period. Goals and social contacts provided in the initial survey populated the participants’ daily surveys. Each daily survey was followed by visualization feedback of daily responses. On the last day of participation, participants received a one-page questionnaire about their study experience and the visualization feedback. Participants chose their goals, which we reviewed and communicated with participants to ensure that they were measurable and meaningful for keeping track of on a daily basis.

The PULSE application. The PULSE application was designed to serve as a personal informatics system for participants \cite{LDF10} and a survey management tool for the researchers. For researchers, the application supported management of survey questions, participants, and daily questionnaires. For participants, the application allowed them to log their daily goal progress and to access a visual representation of their data.

Figure 1 shows an example daily survey question for health goal progress (refer to the supplemental document for screenshots of a complete daily survey). In this paper, we are interested in the potential relationships between responses to this question and the use of visualization feedback.

Figure 1: Example of health goal progress question in the daily survey of a participant. Responses for this question are based on a continuous sliding scale from 0 (No Progress) to 100 (Much Progress).

Visualization Feedback. After completing a daily survey, participants were redirected to their visualization feedback page. This page presented visualizations of participants’ goal progress as well as other facets of their daily lives, which were derived from aggregated daily survey answers of optimism, stress, mood, and social satisfaction.

We intended to choose standard 2D visualizations, as classified by Keim \cite{Kei02}, that are familiar to users. In particular, each facet was presented with a horizontal meter displaying the current day’s response and how it compared to the average response for that participant up to that day in the study. In addition, each facet had a ‘Detail’ button to show (or hide) two additional detailed visualizations (see Figure 2). On the left, a time series area chart showed how responses changed over the time span of the study and on the right, histograms showed how responses were distributed across pre-defined categories. Participants could mouse over these charts to see additional labels and data tips. In this paper, we are particularly interested in participant interactions with visualizations of health goal progress (see Figure 2).

The visualization feedback page also offered a star plot visualization that gave participants an overview of their responses across multiple facets relative to their average responses and optimal responses (see Figure 3).

Figure 2: Visualizations as feedback on health goal progress of a participant on a particular day of the study. Participants may show/hide the detailed time-based area chart and histogram charts.

Figure 3: Star plot visualization of multiple facets for a participant on a particular day of the study.

Visualizations were implemented with the Protovis Visualization Toolkit (http://vis.stanford.edu/protovis/) and the Raphaël JavaScript Toolkit (http://raphaeljs.com). They were tested on most of the common browsers.

Logging of Time and User Interactions. We monitored...
the use of the visualization page in terms of time spent and number of interactions. Specifically, the application was instrumented to record start and end time when participants opened and closed pages. These data were used to compute the time (in seconds) participants spent every day on their visualization page. The application also recorded clicks when participants showed or hid the detailed visualizations.

4. Analysis and Results

4.1. Does visualization affect health goal progress?

To understand the causal effect of visualization use (i.e., time spent on or clicking on the visualizations) on health goal progress, in our analysis, we broke down the above question into three subquestions:

(SQ1) What is the association between today’s goal progress and today’s use of visualization feedback? (Note that participants viewed and interacted with visualization feedback after completing their daily surveys.)

(SQ2) Is below-average goal progress yesterday related to today’s goal progress (the lag-effect)?

(SQ3) Is the lag-effect of poor goal progress yesterday attenuated when participants use their visualization feedback?

To test these hypotheses, we performed time-lag analyses on daily survey data using a multilevel regression model where repeated daily surveys were nested within persons.

For (SQ1), multilevel regression revealed convincing evidence that on days participants reported low progress, they were more likely to spend more time than their average on the visualization page (slope \( b = -0.0006, p = 0.05 \)) and were also more likely to click on the health goal visualization for further details \( b = -3.1, p = 0.03 \).

For (SQ2) and (SQ3), we ran tests in which today’s goal progress is a function of both yesterday’s progress being above or below average and yesterday’s use of the visualization as well as interaction between these two covariates. In other words, these tests accounted for the effect of being above or below average yesterday on today’s goal progress, and specified the degree to which using visualization changes (moderates) this association.

The results show that below (or above) average goal progress yesterday has a negative (or positive) effect on today’s progress \( b = .2, p = 0 \). Simply put, below average progress yesterday carries over to today’s progress. However, the significant interaction term suggests that spending time (in seconds) viewing the visualization yesterday dampens that effect \( b = -0.0003, p = .05 \) (see Figure 4). This moderation effect was not evident in clicking on the health goal visualization for further details.

In summary, although the effect sizes appear small, results suggest that some participants may have used the visualization in response to making low progress toward their health goals. More importantly, spending time viewing the visualization helps participants bounce back after doing poorly yesterday. Perhaps the visualization allowed participants an opportunity to reflect on their goals, and resolve to do slightly better the following day.

4.2. Subjective Evaluation

On the last day of the study, participants received a one-page questionnaire requesting their thoughts on the study and on the visualization feedback. We analyze responses to seven visualization-related questions here.

Table 1 lists the four sliding scale questions along with the participants’ mean responses. Overall, participants moderately favored visualization as a useful tool to help maintain an awareness of their goal progress. Interestingly, linear regression also revealed that participants who found the visualization useful (Q2) and helpful for their awareness (Q3) tended to report higher mean progress towards health goals \( Q2: b = 0.38, p = 0.01; Q3: b = 0.38, p = 0.01 \).

In addition to the sliding scale questions, the questionnaires included the following three open-ended questions: (Q5) What aspect(s) of the visualizations did you like most? (Q6) What aspect(s) of the visualizations did you dislike most? (Q7) Is there anything that you would like to know that you couldn’t determine from the visualizations?

Many participants liked the meter visualization for its...
ability to compare daily responses with average responses. "The spectrum provided a scale for making judgments. As the days progressed, I realized that though there was some fluctuation in the results, the overall results were consistent. This was reassuring." (P91)

Many also appreciated multiple facets of the star plot visualization. Several participants praised the time series chart for its ability to support self-reflection over time. "Seeing the spikes up or down made me reflect on what was so bad or good and how could I see things differently or what could I do to improve my mood or confidence. The circle summary at the end was helpful - it would be interesting to be able to see how it looked at the end of each week too. I liked that it showed if it was a good day or bad day." (P149)

However, participants also pointed out several issues with the visualization feedback, which are barriers to self-reflection as discussed in [LDF10].

Interpretation of visualization. Several participants asked for more description and explanation on the charts, especially on the histograms. In addition, ten participants mentioned they were not familiar with the word "visualization" that we used in the post-study questionnaire.

No context. Several participants pointed out the lack of contextual information in the visualization feedback. "It would be great to be able to click on a date in a chart and be able to go to the journaling for that day and see why there was a spike. It would allow for reflection on how things may not have been so bad or would show that things have improved." (P149)

Data are not useful. Some participants found that visualizations were not useful for them because they knew what they were doing already. "I briefly glanced at the charts. I knew when I had a good day and didn’t really need the charts." (P76)

4.3. Other Results

The compliance rate, computed as the mean percentage of daily surveys completed among participants, is 84.26%. We suspect that visualizations, which provide feedback and keep participants engaged on a daily basis, may contribute to this extremely high rate. We suspect that visualization literacy in our sample is relatively high because only a small portion of participants (27.79%) found the visualization confusing in the subjective evaluation and our sample is relatively educated, with 77.14% earning a bachelor’s degree or higher.

5. Discussion and Future Work

We have presented our findings on how visualization feedback may affect progress toward health-related goals in a large sample of younger older adults over an extended time period. Like most studies, ours has limitations, which we discuss here and suggest directions for future work.

Study Issues. First, with respect to studying the role of visualization feedback on promoting goal progress, PULSE is an observational study that does not necessarily require a control group. Nevertheless, in the future work, it would be informative to conduct controlled studies that compare visualization with non-visualization feedback, examine different types of visualizations, or customize visualization feedback for different types of goals.

Second, our mechanism of logging time had limitations. End time was not recorded accurately if participants did not close the visualization page after viewing it. For our analyses, we adjusted durations of these invalid end times. In particular, an invalid duration from a participant was adjusted to the average duration of all valid durations of that participant. For future studies, a timer on pages that triggers confirmation dialog after an interval of not receiving user interactions would improve this mechanism.

Usability Issues. First, the number of user interactions (i.e., clicking to show more detail) with the visualization is low. As mentioned earlier, participants could interact and benefit more from the visualization feedback if the application interface provided more helpful instructions, explanation, and contextual information. Possible directions for future work include the investigation of engaging or emotionally motivational designs [HGH10] that for example, allow users to personalize the interface according to their goals and annotate their progress on the visualizations.

Second, since the sliders in the surveys were presented with their handles by default in the middle, these anchoring values may potentially cause bias in the responses [BK03]. An improved slider design might, for example, hide its handle initially and only show it after getting a mouse click from users. The concept is similar to using radio buttons without an initial choice [BK03].

Social goals. Beside health-related goals, participants in our study also self-regulated progress towards their social-related goals. Nevertheless, the results are not as clear for social domain and explanation may require a more direct engagement with participants about the relationships between visualization use and goal progress. We reserve deeper investigation of this matter for future work.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, our primary finding suggests that using the visualization yesterday weakens the lag effect between yesterday’s and today’s goal progress. To aging researchers, this finding re-emphasizes the importance of feedback processes in the self-regulation model. To visualization researchers, this finding suggests the need for deeper investigation into visualization as a promising method to track and deliver personalized information in applications targeting older adults.
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